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Ever wonder how to get amazing developer goods without having to pay full price? High-End
Bargain Hunting provides important guidelines on how best to find luxury goods for much less.
Includes information on how to look at both brick & mortar stores (Saks, Neiman Marcus,
Barney's) to major trusted online retailers including Net-A-Porter, Yoox, and more!"If you have
ever been interested searching for designer products and saving money (or simply shopping
generally) then this book ought to be your new bible. Replete with guidance ranging from in-
store, on the web, and sample sale buying and shopping-related vignettes, High-End Bargain
Shopping is definitely a must-have book for any fashionista looking to save some money on
designer goods! Additionally, there are sections on why buying designer goods are worth it in
the long term, where to find out your best sizing options, and what's worthy of the discount and
what's not!Suggestions include:- Best situations of the year to shop- Where to store- Tidbits on
what to appearance for- Insider tricks- Guides to designer products& more!Shopping strategies
are mapped out at length for bi-annual product sales, special sales, and how to prep for product
sales."Many thanks! - Lisa Silver" It is hard work to possess labels and Hrisoula is normally giving
away all of the short cuts." - Juljana Roshi
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excellent advice to make the most of shopping online and at offline stores Ms. Gatzogiannis
does a fantastic job of explaining how exactly to do one's analysis in brick and mortar stores in
order to get the best sense of suit, fabric, and garment/footwear construction. She describes
how the annual sale cycles just work at major shops and online shopping sites, and how to use
internet tools to get the best prices, as well as how to make the most of sample sales and
outlets.. I browsed for a little bit. But if you have expensive flavor but a little budget and want
new items from reputable and easily accessible merchants, this work will end up being a great
resource. Paying the low cost of this book will save you thousands of dollars ultimately! I
couldn't stop reading and completed it in one shot. I heard about this book on TPF, and got it on
my kindle right away, glad I did so:) this book is crucial read for each fashionista.. Gatzogiannis
gives wonderful advice on where to find great offers on top quality designer goods. their filter
systems are awesome. If you've ever been interested shopping for designer goods and saving
cash (or just shopping in general) than this book ought to be your new bible. Perfectly put
together it's been some time, I haven't enjoyed publication sooo much.. Arm yourself with the
author's experienced knowledge and plethora of secrets and suggestions. I always wondered
how my friends could afford labels building the same amount of money I do.!! I highly
recommend this book. You will not be disappointed! Must Read!00! Looking forward to more
from this author. it's extremely easy to read and Hrisoula gives out all of the dos and don'ts, and
I cannot wait to use these tips:) Excellent Advice from a Talented New Writer This book is
fantastic and exactly what I have been looking to read!. forget about! I enrolled in the YOOX.com
email messages and guess what yesterday they had a huge sale of they spring-summer
collections. She deliberately avoids discussing purchasing used products, so if you're interested
in finding gently used clothes or components from ebay or thrift shops, this is not the source for
you.. Yesterday, I used some of the tips that was in this book and got a McQueen purse (original
retail price was $1,495. I will never pay full price on anything ever again. Significantly, she notes
ways that excited bargain hunters can be led to pay more than they should or buy more than
they meant and ways to prevent overspending.. anyhow I ended up buying some gorgeous
sweaters for Fall.. An essential guide This book is an incredibly valuable—in more ways than
one—weapon for anybody who's serious about locating the greatest deals out there on designer
goods and luxury items. I checked the fall shades. yes Fall! All the sweaters were $29.00 each. I
was so content I needed to cry. Many thanks! It is effort to possess labels and Hrisoula is
definitely giving away all the short cuts. A well-researched, strategic approach to an otherwise
daunting mission I purchased this for a friend who I am hoping can place it to great use one day
soon. But even while a guy, I could appreciate that is smartly written, practical, and also
entertaining for the educated reader. So I generally waited for the 40% sale at Banana and Ann
Taylor..00) for under $100.
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